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Since our August theme is JoHan Nite, I thought I'd ask Okey to fall by, so let's see
a good turnout of JoHan models. & as it's also swap night, he may well bring some
product with him. It's also gravity drags night. I've missed the last couple of gravity
drags event, so I'm pretty much lost as far as how it's been going…… Fact is, I've
been unable to attend the last few meetings due to the fact that I don't have any
wheels right now.
This month I've included a review of Revell's 'Rat Roaster' 32 Ford kit. Hope you find
it informative.
Another thing - how do you feel about club jackets? I know mine is starting to show
its age. I don't have any other input on the subject just now, but somebody could look
into it. Or several somebodies……
I haven't listed it in the 'coming events', but the Vintage Truck show, sponsored by
Vintage Truck magazine, will be on August 3rd this year. Okey Spaulding & I have
displayed our scale vintage trucks there for quite a few years (Mike Napoleon was with
us the first year - it's been that long). At least one time Rockne displayed there, as
well. But any one that builds, or just enjoys, old trucks is more than welcome to come
& display with us - just bring your own chair & even a table if you're bringing enough
trucks.
See you at the meeting (really…..)

Robb
*********************************************************************************
~~~~~~~ bench racing ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ONE HOT CUDA AND COOL JOHAN MODELS

Our theme for our August swap meet is JOHAN NITE. We have all had the pleasure
of having built and owned a JOHAN model kit over the years. My first one actually
came from Ford as a 1970 Maverick promo. Even back then I couldn't leave anything
stock. Using one of Mom's steak knives, I proceeded to cut a hole in the hood and
stuff a 427 SOHC engine in it. It was pretty crude, but I was happy with it.
Fortunately, my skills have improved, and I've built some nicer JOHAN kits over the
years. The only drawback is...I'm out of them, and I want to build something new. So
I figure out what I want to build, and I decide to build a '71 Cuda.
Now everybody and his sister has built a Sox and Martin '71 Cuda, but me, I gotta be
different. I got one from Jeff Spraul that is molded in ORANGE. That in itself would
deter most people, but I have a vision!! Instead of building it as a Pro Stock, I'm
gonna build it as a Bracket racer!
So arming myself with some #0000 steel wool, I proceed to attack all of the flash and
mold lines. Once I was happy with that, I went over the body with #3600 sand-paper.
When I had it sufficiently sanded and cleaned, I spray painted it with Testor's White

Lightning. This gave it kind of a frosty orange look. I'm not crazy about it, but
everybody I've shown it to has gone "OOOOOOOO", so I guess I'm gonna go with it.
Most bracket racers go with a wedge mopar engine, and some disrespectful Cads will
run a Chevy motor. I'm going with a HEMI! It'll have a single 4bbl carb and single plug
heads. With today's technology, it will outrun anything that Ronnie Sox had in 1970,
but would probably be detuned a bit to run low 10's. For consistency's sake, I sawed
off the 4-speed, and will be using a torqueflite automatic transmission.
Just like graphics, wheels and tires reflect the times we live in. Those heavy Keystone
Classic wheels look good, but to bring it more into the 21st century, I'm using a set of
lightweight Weld Drag Star wheels that I got from Morgan Automotive Detail. Most
sportsman racers these days run Hoosier brand drag slicks. The kit slicks were the
right size, so I removed the raised lettering with a common fingernail file and some
#0000 steel wool. Using some out of production Shabo lettering transfers I was able
to achieve my goal.
I've almost got it finished. Wanna see it? Come to the meeting!
See you there.

Bill
*********************************************************************************

2013 Monthly Themes
Aug - Johan Nite
Sep - Chargers & Challengers: Old vs New*
Oct - Same Kit: Revell 34 Ford Coupe Snap Kit
Nov - End of the Year Contest
*contest

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>+<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
NEXT MEETING: North-Central Branch Library
11109 Hamilton Ave Cincinnati OH 45231
visit us @ < www.cincinnatiautoreplicas.org >
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>+<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
Coming Events
Sept 7 SCIMA #15 Columbus IN
info: Bill 812-552-3318 < scima58bz@yahoo.com >
Sept 14 Dayton IPMS Beavercreek OH
info: ?
Oct 5 NNL Nationals #34 Sylvania OH
themes: Keep on Truckin' & 50 Olds
Oct 6 Carlyle Toy Show
Oct 26 Circle City #19 KofC 511 E Thompson Rd Indianapolis IN
info: Chris 317-372-0569 < cgbeach1221954@yahoo.com >
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

KIT REVIEW:

Stacey David's 32 Ford Rat Roaster (Revell #85-4995; 148 pcs in white, chrome,
clear & black vinyl, with instructions & waterslide decals; 1/25 scale, one* building
version, skill level 2)
When this kit was first announced I wondered how much Revell would alter their 32
Hiboy tool to produce the Rat Roaster. Well the answer is: quite a bit, starting with
the engine…….
First off, it's a SBC. Or, rather, that's what the proto has & this looks pretty much
like one. The 22pc assembly features a 'split-down-the-middle' block & trans. The
heads are the basis of my Chevy guess, that & the water pump. The alternator is
tucked down below the left head, & there's a separate oil filter, fuel pump, starter &
a second belt/pulley assembly for the 6pc blower (all chrome, & featuring a handful of
decals, including one for the blower belt). All of this is topped off by a pair of 4bbl's.
Here's where you get some options (though not enough for me to consider calling it a
second building version): there's a pair of normal air cleaners for use when the hood is
used. If you wanna run it without the hood, you get a pair of large velocity stacks
that the air cleaners sit on top of. Over-the-rail sprint car style headers also hint at
the Chevy powerplant. The 'trees', both white & chrome that contain the majority of
the engine parts look to be exclusive to this kit. Not 'retooled', but 'additionally'
tooled.
The 21pc chassis appears to be identical to that found under the five previous Revell
32 kits. You get spreader bars, front & rear, dual exhausts trapped by a separate 'K'
member, & a dropped tube axle that's located by hairpins & operated by crosssteering. Implement-style headlights get clear lenses & incorporate the front shocks.
The drive-line portion appears to be based on a mid-to-late 50's GM rear axle with a
separate drive shaft & coil-overs. The complete front end is chromed, but only the
ladder bars that locate the rear axle add any 'shiny' to that assembly. I say 'appears
to be identical' because while you get all of the same stuff, almost everything has
been tweaked, at least a little.
The interior is all different. That assembly consists of 11pcs (floor, door panels, rear
bulkhead, console, buckets, dash, steering column & wheel) of plastic & 45 decals!!
That's a lot of detailing before you scratch the seatbelts…… the bulkhead & door
panels add a 'WWII' fighter look. Fighter/bomber style seats would have helped that
look.
That interior assembly fits into a roadster body with separate fender splash aprons.
This, in turn, along with a universal-jointed steering shaft & gas tank top half, mounts
to the chassis assembly. A really nice, seriously stock firewall, a pair of what appear
to be bobbed, stock rear fenders, a hood top with two rows of chrome portholes & a
3pc, chopped windshield (frame, glass & mirror) pretty much wrap up the main
bodywork. An 8pc (counting coolant hoses) radiator assembly & a 4pc 'Moon' fuel tank
finish off the front end.

Out back, a license plate nestles into a divot out of the rear valance reveal. The
taillights are decals & the gas cap is chrome.
Another option faces the builder at this point - front cycle fenders. The proto doesn't
appear to have 'em. You get two sets of front discs. One set incorporates chrome
fender struts, the other doesn't. There's only one set of discs for the rear. Rolling
stock consists of big & little early Halibrand 'kidney-bean' mag wheels.
The final touch is a hot-rodded Gibson ES-335 six-string electric guitar & stand. An
Ampeg Reverb GS12-R amp would have been nice………

Robb
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Robb’s Garage
presents
The Riverside II Trailer Kit
Deck size: 175” lg x 87” wd
1/25th scale
Single Axle unit includes:
(1) Frame Kit with deck & ramp lumber
(1) Tongue Kit with hitch & jackstand
(1) Suspension Kit with axle & springs
Tandem Axle units are available
Frame, Tongue & Suspension Kits
are available separately
All kits are multi-media, but primarily
styrene
Kits do not include wheels, tires, fenders or
lights.

In my opinion, these kits are skill level 3.
for further information & prices
contact
< robbshelby@cinci.rr.com >
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WANTED: Original wire wheels & tires from 'Stock' issue of Monogram 1934 Ford
Coupe/Cabriolet; Door tops & cowl from original Monogram 1930-31 Ford Model 'A'
Coupe/Cabriolet. Thanx, Robb 513.312.9715 or < robbshelby@cinci.rr.com >

